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does with the Button Bar and Menu Bar, but the results are
the same.

7. Click on the Options button, and the Status Bar Options
dialog box appears (see fig. 26.44).

Jt Geo51eb703 Lt BT + 2 The Status Bar

Husmans BT (Mo" Options dialog box.
Lucida Sans g 20 Evenly Space

Lucida Sans B1 N -
Lucida Sans 82 37
Modern Appearance

Like the Button Bar Options dialog box, you can pick the font
and font size in which you want the text on the Status Bar
displayed from the Status Bar Options dialog box. The default
font is the most readable, but WordPerfect offers you yet
another personal preference here, and you might want to
experiment with this option.

8. The Status Bar Options dialog box also determines how the
buttons on the Status Bar look. In the Appearance section, you
can choose between Flat, Inset, or Eaised buttons. The option

you choose for your own workspace is a matter of aesthetics.
Leave the appearance set to the default--Inset--for now.
Click on OK to return to the Status Preferences dialog box.

9. Click on the Time box, and then drag it into place after the
Position box. Release the mouse button. Drag the Date box
into place after the Time box and release the mouse button.

10. Click on OK to return to the document screen. Double-click on
the Date box on the Status Bar. The date appears in the
document without typing (see fig. 26.45).
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Chapter 26: Customizing Your Button Bars, Menus, and Keyboards

Ficure 26.45

Double-click on the
Date button on the
Status Bar to insert
the date into your
document.

- file Edit View insert Layout Iools graphics Table Kindow licip 31

October 11, 1993

To return to the default settingfor the Status Bar, choose

12efaultfrom the Status Bar Preferences dialog box. Ifyou
later want to return to a previously constructed custom

arrangement, you must reconstruct it because you cannot

save multiple Status Bar configurations.

Hiding the Bars
You can see the considerable power and convenience built into

WordPerfect's bars. The bars all can appear on-meen at the same time
to serve you, but used together they take up much screen space and
can hinder your view of a document. The good news is that with

WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows, you can choose to display all, some, or
none of the bars.
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GUI
This article builds on "Demystifying Custom Controls" (Winter'93), explaining in more detail issues confronting

the design and implementation of a custom control. BY MARK A. BENGE and MATT SMITH

L 3esim,ing Custorn Controls

N THE LAST ISSUE, WE PRESENTED A graphi-

cal button that contained image and text
components. We quickly explained some

of the design and implementation issues that
concerned the control. In this installment of
the article, we will explain in more detail the
issues confronting the design and implemen-
tation of a custom control.

A FIRST PRINCIPLES
Most new controls are a clean slate, or "tabu-
la rasa," when they are first conceived. A
control is just another window. It can be
thought of as a device for displaying infor-

Mark Benge mation for, and gathering input from, users.
Custom controls are not that hard to create as
long as you have the proper information.
Figure 1 shows four simple but useful con-

, trols not presently found in the OS/2 Presen-
tation Manager.

The 3-D separator, the simplest control in
Figure 1, uses the GpiLine function to create
shadow and highlight lines. Figure 2 shows

Matt smit; the source code that implements painting the
control. (This and other sample source code
fragments shown in this article can be found
on CompuServe in LIB13 of the OS2DF2
forum, or through other electronic means
outlined at the end of the article.)

The first component of the separator, the
upper line, is drawn in the shadow color,
while the second component, the lower line,
is drawn in white, causing the three-dimen-

sional effect. There's not much to it, especially
since the control does not interact with the
user through either the keyboard or the
mouse. The sample code provides for two
styles, vertical and horizontal. Through other
processing in the control, the rectangle coor-
dinates of the control are determined and that
value is used to determine the starting and
ending points of the lines.

The pattern control (the halftone area in
Figure 1) uses the GpiPattern function along
with the draw and fill capabilities of the Gpi-
Box function, as shown in Figure 3. Again, the
painting of the control is not complex. The
sample control allows for each of the different
Gpi pattern types as a style. The painting rou-
tine determines the pattern style by querying
the control style with vinQueryvindovutong with
an index of Qvt_STYLE and masking out the
stvles that are not valid PATSYM_* values.

Figure 1. Example of custom control

The 3-D frame control, the third control
from the left in Figure 1, uses the principles
demonstrated in the 3-D line control. GpiBox
is used to draw the two boxes, first the light
box and then the shadow box. The boxes are
offset from each other by one pixel, giving a
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/* Paint the Control */
case WM_PAINT :

/* Get the address of the text from */
/* the control's reserved memory */

plf = (PLINEFIELD)WinQueryvindovuLong(hWnd,
QUL_USER);

hPS = VinBeginPaint(hWnd, (HPS)NULL,
(PRECTL)NULL)

GpiSetcolor(hPS, SYSCLR_SHADOV);

Gpinove(hPS, plf->apt1);
GpiLine(hPS, &plf->apt1[1]);

GpiSetcolor(hPS, CLR_WHITE);

Gpinove(hPS, &plf->aptl[2]);
GpiLine(hPS, &plf->apt1[3]);

WinEndPaint(hPS);
break;

Figure 2. 3-0 separator control painting code fragment

/* Paint the Control , */
case WM_PAINT :

/* Get the-address of the control info from */
/* the control's reserved memory */

ppat = (PPATTERN)WinQueryvindouULong(hWnd,
QVL_USER);

/* Get the presentation space for the vindov */
/* and drav the grid which the buttons are */
/* placed */

hPS = Win8eginPaint(hWnd, (HPS)NULL, (PRECTL)NULL)
GpiSetPattern(hPS,

(LONG)WinQueryWindovULong(hVnd,
QUL.STYLE) &
0x5f);

ptl.x = ptl.y = OL;
Gpinove(hPS, &ptl);
ptl.x = ppat->rcl.xRight;
ptl.y = ppat->rcl.yTop;
GpiBox(hPS, DRO_FILL, Aptl, OL, OL)

/* Release the presentation space */
WinEndPaint(hPS);

break;

figure 3. Pattern control painting code fragment
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Figure 4. Control ÍnteractÍ0n diagram

three-dimensional effect.
Finally, the 3-D text, the last con-

trol in Figure 1, is a composite con-
trol consisting of a static text win-
dow and an outer line. Any special
presentation parameter p--ing
is done when the text window is
created; this ensures that the text is

Understanding the role
of a control allows you
to determine how it
should operate with
users and the owning
application.

in the color and font required. The
3-D frame is then drawn around
the text window using a technique
similar to that described for the 3-D
frame. This time, the left and top
edge are drawn in the shadow
color with GpiPolyLine; the color is
then changed to white before
GpiPolyLine is used to draw the right
and bottom edges. This causes the
text to appear as though within a
sunken area.

Special consideration is given to

the handling of messages; most control are the button, slider, scroll
messages of interest, such as bar and value set controls of Pre-
VM_PRESPARAMCHANGED, need to be sentation Manager, which display
passed to the text window with only visual information such as
VinSendMsg. Y scale, position, color, and so on.

The architecture of the source Users make a selection decision
code of the example controls is sim- based upon the visual information
ilar to that of the others. Its archi- presented by the controls.
tecture is the foundation of a base A vertical scroll bar, for exam-
control (which, in Presentation a ple, consists of a scroll button,
Manager terms, begins with the shaft, and elevator or thumb. When
basic static control type). the thumb is just below the top

scroll button, the top scroll button
CONTROL TYPOLOGY is disabled, indicating to the user
The first of the basic control types that the only direction of move-
is the static control, used basically ment is down. Users can either
to display information. Static con- click the mouse pointer on the
trols found in Presentation Manag- down scroll button, click the mouse
er include text, group boxes, on the shaft below the thumb, or
frames, icons, and bitmaps. These . sselect the thumb and drag it down-
only display information; they ward toward the bottom scroll but-
allow for user input through nei- ton. This type of operation helps
ther the kevboard nor the mouse users understand certain conditions
pointer. within the application and allows

Static controls are the easist torthe user to inform the application
implement; because they are con- of a desire to change from a current
cerned only with displaying infor- condition to a new one, a structure
mation, they don't need a well- that can be thought of in terms of
defined communication mecha- action and reaction.
nism between the control and its 7.o The third type of control, a com-
owner. bination of the first two types, must

The second tvpe of control, how- extend input to allow for selections;
ever, must consider input. Through information displayed can be visu-
the mouse or keyboard, users can ally scanned and selected. The list-
manipulate a control to inform theybox, combination box, and spin
owning application of a specific button are good examples of this
selection. Examples of this type of type of control.
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Message Buttons Container Combo Entry List Note Slider Spin Static Value

Box Field Box Book Budon Set

VM ADJUSTWINDOWPOS . . .

WM_BUTTON10BLCLICK • • • . . .

VM BUTTON1DOWN • • . . .

VM BUTTON1UP • • . . .

VM BUTTON2DBLCLICK .

VM_BUTTON200VN • . .

VM_BUTTON2UP .

VM_BUTTON3DBLCLICK .

VM_BUTTON3DOWN • . .

VM_CHAR . . . . .

VM_CLOSE

VM CONTROL • • . . .

VM CONTROLPOINTER • •

VM CREATE • • . . .

VM_DESTROY • • . . .

VM_DRAWITEM .

VM_ENABLE • . . .

WM_ERASEBACKGRDUND •

WM_HELP .

VM HITTEST .

VM HSCROLL . .

VM MATCHMNEMONIC •

VM MOUSEFIRST . .

VM.MOUSELAST . .

VM.HOUSEMOVE • • • . .

VM MOVE .

VM PAINT . . . . .

VM_PRESPARAMCHANGED • • • • •

VM.QUERYCONVERTPOS • • • .

WM.QUERYDLGCDDE • •

VM QUERYRINDOWPARAMS • • •

VM SETFOCUS • • . .

VM SETSELECTION • •

VM SETVINDOWPARAMS • • •

M SIZE .

VM SYSCOLORCHANGED • • •

VM.SYSVALUECHANGED • •

VM-TIMER . . . .

VM.TRANSLATEACCEL .

VM.VSCROLL • .

A WINDOWPOSCHANGED • • • •

Table 1. Messages handled by Presentation Manager control
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Message Use

BM_CLICK Allows the owning application to simulate
the clicking of pushbutton

BM QUERYCHECK Used to determine button check state

mation. Examples of this type are
the Presentation Manager entry
field and the rnultiple-line entry
field. Here, the control displays
information and allows it to be
selected and edited.

A control must be able to:

BM_QUERYCHECKINDEX Used to determine the index of the button
checked within a group of buttons

BM_QUERYHILITE Used to determine if a button is highlighted

BM_SETCHECK Sets the check state of a button

• Display some type of informa-
tion

• Accept input if it is to denote a
selection or manipulation

• Allow the entering or editing of
information.

BM_SETDEFAULT Sets the button state to its default condition

BM_SETHILITE Sets the hightlight state of the button

Table 2. Button-specific rnessages

typedef struct _BTNCDATA /* btncd */

USHORT cb; /* Structure Size */

USHORT fscheckState; /* Button Check State */

USHORT fsHiliteState; /* Button Highlite State */

LHANDLE hImage; /* Icon/Bitmap Handle */

} BTNCDATA;

Figure 5. Button CT LD AT A structure

Message Use

BN_CLICKED Button clicked on

BN_DBLCLICKED Button has been doubleclicked on

BN PAINT User drawn button requires paintmg

Table 3. Button notification rnessages

The listbox control within Pre- ·
sentation Manager is comprised of
a list area and scroll bar. The scroll
bar operates like the one described
previously. The list area operates as
a group of static text controls.
When combined, the actions of
users on the scroll bar determine
the contents of the list area. As

means (scroll button, page up and
down, dragging), the list area is
scrolled in conjunction with it. A
further interaction allows users to
select an item within the list area,

which usually indicates to the
application that a user wants to
manipulate or use that item.

The final type of control uses all
users cause the scroll bar to change o the techniques of the others, plus
position, through one of several allowing editing of displayed infor-

Understanding the role of a con-
trol allows you to determine how it
should operate with users and the
owning application. The control
interacts with users both visually
and through the keyboard and
mouse, allowing interaction with
the application through various
messages. The application may also
communicate with the control
through messages. Figure 4 shows
this interaction process.

In all cases, the control displays
some information. As shown in
Figure 4, the control acts in a sort
of isolation: it is an.entity that inter-
acts through a defined set of con-
ventions with the application and
the user. The control must be
designed to assume that it cannot
depend on the application for
necessities such as data in its life-
span.

The control must be created to
work from the desktop as though
no application owned it. Although
this idea may seem strange, it
allows controls to work under
almost any condition. It is possible
for the control to be created with
the desktop as the parent and
owner. This means that the com-
munication flow for control-specific
messages is only from the control
to the desktop. The messages most
likely won't be understood by the
desktop, and the desktop will not
send any control specific messages
to the control, because it has no
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VincreateWindov(HWND hvndParent, PSZ pszclass,
PSZ pszName, ULONG flStyle, LONG x,

LONG y, LONG cx, LONG cy,
HWND hund0vner, HWND hvndInsertBehind,
ULONG id, PVOID pCtlData,
PVOID pPresParams);

Figure 6. Vincreatevindov definition

Figure 7. Application parent-owner-control relationships Figure 9. Desktop/object window parent-owner-control.
relationships

understanding of the control's mes-
sage conventions.

Controls should be designed to
get all required resources during

creation and perform as much
setup as possible without further
messages from their creator. Gen-
erally, this is done through the CTL-
DATA mechanism, part of the vincre-
ateWindov function shown in Figure
6 (parameter 12, PVOID pCtlData).
While this use of CTLDATA may be
sufficient during creation, care
should be taken so if the data struc-
ture is not present, messages to the
control with the appropriate
resources can achieve the same
effect, still allowing the control to
operate even in a minimal state.

While designing the control,
continually remind yourself how to
maintain its responsiveness. Yo

can do this through prudent coding
of sections within the control, per-
haps with the use of threads.
Delays in responsiveness will cause
the control to respond unevenly,
somewhat like the notebook control
in OS/2 2.0.

WHAT'S IN A DESIGN?
A control can be as simple as a line
or pattern and as complex as the
container control. It need not be a
unique entity, but can be a compos-
ite control, made up of other con-
trols, similar to the 3-D text control
presented earlier.

You have to plan and architect a
control's appearance and how it is
to interact with the application and
with users. This includes the exter-
nal data (CTLDATA or messages)
passed to the control through stan-

dard functions like vinsetvindovText
or WinSet01gItemText, as well as spe-
cial-purpose messages intended for
use only by the control.

MESSAGES AND
MORE MESSAGES
One of the major design issues to
contend with is the handling of
ruessages sent by Presentation
Manager to your control. Unfortu-
nately, very little in the OS/2 Tech-
nical Library mentions the creation
and handling of custom controls.
Table 1 outlines the messages han-
dled by the various Presentation
Manager controls; you can guide
the message handling design of
your control by comparing your
control's characteristics with those
of the Presentation Manager con-
trols.
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It is recommended that you be
prepared to handle all messages
received by your control. In reality,
however, you should handle only
those messages that will affect your
control. For example, you should
handle the VM PAINT message,
whereas you ma need to handle
the VM SETSELECTION messave. Final-
ly, if you want to create a compos-
ite control, you may have to handle
those messages in the subclass pro-
cedure of a control that you are
using to create your control.

: After deciding which messages
you wish to handle that will be
specifically sent to the control by
Presentation Manager, you need to
define messages sent by the own-

aoing application. These messages are
control-defined and unique to the
control. Table 2 shows the list of
such messages defined for Presen-
tation Manager buttons.

Message Use. These messages
should be coordinated with the CTL-
DATA structure where possible. Fig-
ure 5 shows the corresponding Pre-

Losentation Manager button CTLDATA
type structure, BTNCDATA.

The message BM.SETCHECK corre-
Figure 8. Combo box sponds to the f scheckState field,

while the BM_SETHILITE message cor-
creenonds to the fsHilitestate field.

typedef struct CREATESTRUCT /* crst */
{

PVOID pPresParams; /* Pres. Parameters Pointer */
PVOID pCt1Data; /* Control Data Pointer */
ULONG id; /* ID Value */
HWND hundInsertBehind; /* Z-Order Placement */

HWND hund0Mner; /* Owner Window Handle */

LONG cy; /* Window Height */
LONG cx; /* Vindov Width */
LONG y; /* Vindou Vert. Placement */
LONG 1; /* Vindov Horz. Placement */

ULONG flStyle; /* Vindow Style */
PSZ pszText; /* Vindov Text */

PSZ pszClass; /* Class */
HWND hundParent; /* Parent Windov Handle */

} CREATESTRUCT;

igure 10.CREATESTRUCT structure

In conjunction with the VM_CON-
TROL message are the notification
messages that the control uses to
notify the owning application of a

uo significant event. Table 3 shows the
list of notification messages used
by Presentation Manager buttons.

THE FAMILY TREE
To understand the relationship
between the family tree and the
control, you need to understand
how the control is ultimately creat-
ed. All windows are eventually cre-

soated by WinCreatevindow, defined in
Figure 6. The first parameter is the
parent window handle and the
ninth parameter is the owner win-
dow handle. Usually, the parent

ss and the owner are the same for
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Base Style Button

BS_PUSHBUTTON

Push button i

BS CHECKBOX

Check box

BS_AUTOCHECKBOI

Auto check box

BS RADIOBUTTON
O Radio button

BS_ AUTORADI0BUTTON

Auto radio button

BS_3STATE

3 state

BS AUTO3STATE
Auto 3 state

BS_USERBUTTON -a

User button i

Table 4. Button base styles

typedef struct _USERBUTTON /* ubtn */

{

HWND hvnd; /* Button Vindov Handle */

HPS hps; /* Presentation Space Handle */

ULONG fsState; /* Current State */

ULONG fsState01d; /* Previous State */

} USERBUTTON;

Figure 11.USERBUTTON structure

controls, as shown in Figure 7.
However, depending on how the
control works, the owner and the
parent could be different, as shown
in Figure 9.

You can specify the owner and
parent to be the same through the
Wincreatevindov function; in this

case, messages are sent to the
owner window and the control is

displayed when the parent is dis-
played.

You can also use VincreateWindov
to specify differing parents and
owners for the control. A good
example of this is the combo box,
shown in Figure 8, in which a com-
posite control is comprised of three
components: an entrv field, a list-
box, and a drop-down button.

When the control is first created
(assuming the style is drop-down
or drop-down list), the entry field's
owner and parent are the drop-
down button. The list box used to
display the drop-down list is creat-
ed with the owner the drop-down
button and the parent HWND_0BJECT.

This relationship is shown in Fig-
ure 9.

This initiallv causes the list box
component to be hidden, because
descendents of object windows are
not visible. Messages (LM_*) sent to
the combo box handle are redirect-
ed to the listbox.

When a user clicks the mouse
pointer on the drop-down button,
the combo box changes the parent
of the list box from the object win-
dow to the desktop, which allows
it to be displayed. When a user
selects an item within the list box,
the notification message is sent to
the drop-down button that owns it,
not to the desktop (which is its par-
ent). The message is then repack-
aged and sent on to the application
that owns the combo box.

When you send a message back
to the owning window, you send it
to the owner handle. The owning
application can set the parent to an
object window while you are still
processing information; in this
case, the owner would still be an
application window that receives
all messages from the control.
When the drop down button is
pressed again, the list box can be
hidden by changing the parent
from the desktop back to the object
window.

LIFE OF A CONTROL·AN EXAMPLE
The best wav to understand control
design is to dissect an existing con-
trol. We will now look at the Pre-
sentation Manager button control
and explain what is happening
under the covers. This will help
you both understand the process-
ing of existing Presentation Man-
ager controls and model your con-
trol on them.
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Additional Style Use

• BS_ AUTOSIZE Button is sized to contents to ensure that contents are visible.

• BS_BITMAP Button will display graphic bitmap image supplied through text (tid) or through hImage

of BTNCDATA structure. (This support was not implemented in OS/2 2.0 GA, but was

implemented in the SP and OS/2 2.1.)

• BS_DEFAULT Push button is drawn with heavier border indicating button will automatically be

selected if the ENTER key is pressed.

• BS_HELP Push button will post a VM_HELP message instead of the normal va_COMMAND.

• BS_ICON Button will display graphic icon image supplied through text (tid) or through hImage

of BTNCDTA structure.

• BS_NOBORDER Push button will be displayed with no border.

• BS_NOCURSORSELECT Auto radio button will not select itself when given the focus through the keyboard.

• BS_NOPOINTERFOCUS Focus will not be received by the button though the button is still selectable. This is

genrerally used with the help pushbutton so that the currently focused control will

be used to look up help from the window or dialogue subtable .

• BS_SYSCOMMAND Push button posts a VM_SYSCOMMAND instead of the normal WM COMMAND message.

Table 5. Additional style use

WM_CREATE. Every control has
three stages of life: a beginning, a
middle, and an end. WM_CREATE, the
beginning of a control's life, is
received when the control is creat-
ed through Wincreatevindov.

Two structures are presented
through the mpi and mp2 message
parameters. The first structure,
passed in the mpi message parame-
ter, corresponds to the PVOID pCtl-
Data parameter of WincreateWindov.
The second structure, passed in the
mp2 message parameter, contains a
Pointer to the creation structure
shown in Figure 10. This structure
helps you determine the parent
and owner of the control, along
with its internal ID value, style,
te×t, position, and size. You will
want to save most of this informa-

tion internally within a private
data structure. You should save
the data structure pointer within
the window words of the control,
which you have reserved with the
WinRegisterclass function. The data
is assembled from the parameters
of WinCreateWindow. The elements of
the CREATESTRUCT structure map to
the parameters from right to left,
as in the prototype in Figure 6.

The Presentation Manager but-
ton control determines if the BTNC-
DATA structure, shown in Figure 5,
has been passed to it by checking
if mpi is NULL or contains a valid
pointer. It then verifies that the
structure is valid by checking its
size, which is the first word of the
structure. Thus, the first word or
long value of the CTLDATA type

structure must contain its size.
This value is used by OS/2 Pre-
sentation Manager to allocate
memory for the structure before it
is passed to the control.

Any relevant values within the
BTNCDATA structure are recorded
internally within the control's pri-
vate data area to allow the correct
representation of the control. Gen-
eral setup, such as transferring a
copy of the text of the button to
internal memory, is then per-
formed.

If anything is incorrect, the con-
trol returns TRUE to indicate to the
window manager that the creation
of the control should stop. This
may cause a domino effect depend-
ing on who is creating the control.
If the control is being created by the
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Dialogue Code Meaning

DLGC_RADIDBUTTON Identifies button as a radio button

DLGC_DEFAULT Identifies button as default push button

DLGC_PUSHBUTTON Identifies button as a non- default push button

DLGC_CHECXBDI Identifies button as a check box

Table 6. Dialogue codes

typedef struct _VNDPARAMS /* vprm *Í
{

ULONG fsStatus; /* Query/Set Flag */
ULONG cchText; /* Text Size */
PSZ pszText; /* Text Pointer */
ULONG cbPresParams; /* Pres. Parameters Size */
PVOID pPresParams; /* Pres. Parameters Pointer */
ULONG cbCt1Data; /* Control Data Size */
PVOID pCt1Data; /* Control Data Pointer */

} UNDPARAMS;

Figure12.WNDPARAMS structure

dialogue manager through a call to
WincreateDig, vinDigBox, or VinLoadDlg,
the entire dialogue creation will fail
and the dialogue will not be dis-
played. Unfortunately, this behav-
ior is not very well documented.

Every control has
three stages of life,
a beginning, a middle,
and an end.

With the normal return value of
FALSE, the creation process will con-
tinue.

WM DESTROY. The button control
ends its existence when it receives
the WM_DESTROY message. Usually,
any clean up is performed here,

and the memory for private data is
released back to the system. Also,
any icons or bitmaps loaded by the
control as part of the control's text
string would be destroyed here.

WM PAINT. When the button needs
to show itself to the world, it occurs
during the processing of the
VM_PAINT message. The control
determines the current style by
checking through WinQueryWindovU-
Long with the QWL STYLE index to
ensure that the control is painted
correctly. The styles shown in
Tables 4 and 5 are used as the basis
for most painting. Using this infor-
mation, the button then checks to
see if it is visible; if it isn't, the rest
of the processing is ignored, since
it is unnecessary.

The button is painted using the
bitmap, line, and text graphics calls.
The bitmap calls are used to draw
the radio button and check box
components-unless it is a push

button, in which case the outline
edges are drawn with the line func-
tions. The text for the button is also
drawn, including the mnemonic if
one has been provided.

For the user button style, the
button fills in a USERBUTTON structure,
shown in Figure 11, that allows the
owner of the control to paint the
button in a manner specific to the
owning application. A a_cDNTROL
message is packaged with the
BN PAINT notification and is sent to
the owner of the button.

WM WINDOWPOSCHANGED. When
the button changes position or size,
this message is received and used
to force a recalculation of the but-
ton dimensions.

WM SETFOCUS. When the button
receives the focus, the mouse point-
er is setup for use by the button.
This setup involves the retrieval of
the default arrow shape. When the
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focus is being lost, it discards the , no mouse capture is being per-
mouse pointer. formed. The idea here is that

actions should not be confused with
WM_MOUSEMOVE. When using the the function of the control. This sit-
mouse pointer setup through the c uation is similar to serialization of
VM_SETFOCUS message, the mouse a resource through semaphores.
pointer is displayed over the con- Selection keys such as the spacebar,
trol after the button has sent a as well as the Tab and cursor move-
VM_CONTROLPOINTER message to the ment keys, are processed.
owning application, giving it a
chance to change the pointer shape. WM.DUERYDLGCODE. When Presen-

When the mouse is in capture tation Manager is initializing the
mode after a button 1 down event, control, it sends this message to
the mouse position is monitored to interrogate the control about its
see if it is within or outside the but- I capabilities. The button control
ton limits. When it is within the returns DLGC BUTTON or'ed with one of

limits, the button is displayed in the values shown in Table 6. These
the highlighted state, and when it codes allow the Presentation Manag-
is outside the limits, the button er to determine how to handle cer-
highlight state is removed. , o tain events, including mnemonic

selection and decoding.
WM_BUTTONTUP. The button con-
trol ignores this message if the WM_GUERYWINDOWPARAMS. This
mouse capture is not active. When message is received by the button
capture is active, it is removed and 25 control when the VinQueryWindouText
a BN.CLICKED notification message is or WinQueryD1gItemText functions are
packaged for the WM.CONTROL mes- used. The WPM_TEXT code is used
sage that is sent back to the owner within the UNDPARAMS structure,
of the button. However, if it was a shown in Figure 12, through the
double click, BN.DBLCLICKED is pack- fsstatus field. It is also received by
aged for the WM_CONTROL message. the button control when the vin-

WM_BU7TONTDBLCLlcK.The event is
recorded to allow the BN_DBLCLICKED
notification to be sent after the
VM_BUTTON10P event to the owner of
the button.

WM_BUTTON1DOWN.When button 1
of the mouse is pressed, the mouse
is placed in capture mode to allow
the monitoring of mouse move-
ment. When button 1 is released, it
is recorded by the button control.
The capture is necessary so that if
the user moves the mouse pointer
outside the limits of the control, all
mouse-related events are still
received by the button control and
the proper notification is per-
formed.

WM CHAR. Keyboard presses are
handled by the button only when

QueryWindowTextLength or WinQuery01-
gItemTextLength functions are used.
The WPM_CCHTEXT code is used within
the fsstatus field.

WM_SETWINDOWPARAMS. This
message is received by the button
control when the WinsetvindovText or
WinSetDlgItemText functions are
used. The VPM.TEXT code is used
within the UNDPARAMS structure,
shown in Figure 12, through the
fsstatus field.

WM_PRESPARAMCHANGED. When
any of the presentation parameters
are changed either by Presentation
Manager through a scheme palette
change or by the owning applica-
tion through a vinsetPresParams or
WinRemovePresParams function, the
button control forces a repaint of
the entire control so the control

reflects the changes made.

WM_ENABLE. The enabling and dis-
abling of the control through the
VinEnablevindov function causes the
button to set an internal flag to
allow the control to determine
when to ignore keystrokes. It also
causes the button to repaint itself to
reflect the state change.

WM_SYSCOLORCHANGED. When a
user changes the scheme palette for
the entire system, this message is
received by the button control. The
button then causes a repaint to

Use CTLD ATA structures
that will allow the formal
setup ofdata through the
creation of the control as

much as possible.

occur, reflecting any changes made
to the system colors that may have
been used by the button.

WM_MATCHMNEMONIC. If a mne-
monic has been provided in the
text of the control (designated by a
~ before the character that is to act
as the mnemonic), the value passed
through the mp1message parameter
is checked as the designated char-
acter. When a match occurs, a value
of TRUE is returned. However,when
no match occurs a value of FALSE is
returned. Presentation Manager
then uses the return value to deter-
mine if it should send the BM_CLICK
message to the button control to
simulate a button click.

WM_GUERYCONVERTPOS. The but-
ton returns a QCP_NOCONVERT to indi-
cate that no conversion should

SPRING 1993 g)
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occur with double-byte character Something that is three pixels on a for use in painting routines.

set (DBCS) processing. VGA system may appear as a dot Fonts and foreground and back-
on a 1280x1024 system. ground colors are handled on your

GENERAL RULES Maintain a clean and abstract behalf by the owning application

The following section summarizes interface so controls that allow the window or dialogue. Only areas
most of the rules you need to be setting of units are based on a outside the defaults, such as lme
concerned with when creating cus- range of values. This is similar to type and pattern type, need to be
tom controls. Further information the way scroll bars allow you to set handled. (Winter '93)
on each topic can be found, where the starting and ending points of When registering a class, reserve
indicated with "(Winter '93)," in the range (unlike sliders, which are room for a private data pointer
the Winter 1993 05/2 Developer arti- based on an absolute zero-based along with a four-byte pomter area
cle "Demystifying Custom Con- system). While this may make the that can be used by the owner of
trols " by Mark Benge and Matt internals of the control more com- the control. This area should be ref-
Smit'h, and where indicated with plex, the external use of the control erenced with the qvt_USER manifest
"(Spring '93)," in this article. will be easier because the control constant. The private data for the

Use CTLDATA structures that will calculates and reports the posi- control should be referenced with
allow the formal setup of data tion--not the window or dialogue Qvt_USER + 4. The total reserved
through the creation of the control that owns the control. memory size is eight bytes. (Winter
as much as possible. The informa- Maintain a cache of information '93)

tion contained within the structure that allows for speedy painting and Ensure that the control has a
keyboard and mouse responsive- default style and a default set of

ness. (Winter and Spring '93) limits where appropriate. Assume
Keep the control simple and that the control could be created

The complexity of a straightforward. Try not to over- without any specified styles and
. load your initial controls with func- limits. An example of this is the

C0nt[0/ IS C0nSf8nfly tiona'lity by trying to make a con- Presentation Manager entry field,
trol that exceeds all others. Itera- with its default style of ES_LEFT and

mÍSUnderstood... tively build up your controls in default text limit of 32 characters.

complexity as you gain expenence;

C0ntTO/S C8n be very a bk on ndSp e al CONcCLmU IONy of a control is con-

Sirnple in purpose and hn andvdr hunhd ra l n os

• it is responsive to user actions. Figure 1, controls can be very sim-
líTip/8/T18nt8tl0n. 93 pie in purpose and implementa-

When painting, set presentation tion. Don't be intimidated from
parameters in RGB mode instead of building a control simply because

should correspond to messages color index mode. Although it's you think it is complex. A control is
that can be sent to the control. This more difficult, using RGB mode just another window, and an appli-
mav be important in allowing com- gives you more color flexibility. cation can be thought of as one big

patibilities to third-party products (Winter '93) composite control.
and other tools. (Winter and Spring If the control is providing for In a future article, we will devel-
'93) multiple items, as with a list box, op a control that from which you

The CTLDATA structure's first word allow for a data pointer that the can select RGB colors, based on the
must contain the size of the entire control owner can reference principles of the color wheel. This
structure. This is a cardinal rule through a message (for example, control will introduce Gpi functions
that must not be broken within listboxmessagesLM_SETITEMHANDLE andtechniquesforclipping,bitmap

OS/2 2.0. (Winter and Spring '93) and LM_quERYITEMHANDLE). This makes drawing, and threads to maintain
Use dialogue units as the basis it easy for users to reference data responsiveness. While we haven

of measurement for the control associated with a selected item. yet documented how to use threads
externally and pixels internally. Presentation parameters are in this way, the mformation will be
This is important if you want the handled on your behalf by Presen- covered later.
control to work and look similar tation Manager; you need to moni-
over different screen resolutions. tor changing of the parameters only

84 ¡gg OS/2 DEVELOPER
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UNITED STATES ÖEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Pat:ent: and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND J MARKS

Washington, D'C. 20231 g6

I SERIAL NUMBER I FILING DATE I FIRST NAMED INVENTOR I ATTORNEY in KFT N I

08/316..237 09/30/94 CHRISTENSEN s ly¡gcMF1345
EXAMINER

DELA TORRE , C
24M1/0320 I ARTUNIT PAPERNUMBER I

BLAKELY SOKOLOFF TAYLOR AND ZAFMAN
12400 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD 5
7TH FLOOR
LOS AN6iELES CA 90025 2415

DATE MAILED:

This is a communication from the examiner in charge of your application.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

This application has been examined Responsive to communication filed on This action is made final.

A shortened statutory perlod for response to this actlon Is set to expire 3 month(s), days from the date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the application to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133

Part i THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. Notlce of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 2. Notice of Draftsman's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948,

3. Notice of Art Cited by Applicant, PTO-1449. 6 Sheek 4. Notice of informal Patent Application, PTO-152.

5. Information on How to Effect Drawlng Changes, PTO-1474, 6.

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

1. Claims are pending in the application.

Of the above, claims are withdrawn from consideration.

2. Claims have been cancelled.

3. Clalms are allowed.

4. Claims are rejected.

5. Claims are objected to.

6. Clalms are subject to restriction or electlon requirement.

7. This application has been filed with informal drawings under 37 C.F.R. 1 85 which are acceptable for examination purposes.

8. Formal drawings are required in response to this Office action,

9. The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on Under 37 C.F.R. 1.84 these drawings
are Oacceptable; O not acceptable (see explanation or Notice of Draftsman's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948).

10. The proposed additional or substitute sheet(s) of drawings, flied on . has (have) been O approved by the
examiner; O dlsapproved by the examiner (see explanation).

11. The proposed drawing correction, filed has been O approved; O disapproved (see explanation).

12. Acknowledgement is made of the claim for priority under 35 U.S.C. 119 The certified copy has O been received O not been received
0 been filed in parent application, serial no. ; filed on

13. Since this application apppears to be in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merlts is closed In
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. il; 453 O.G. 213,

14. Other

EXAMINER'S ACTION
PTOL-326 (Rev. 2/93)
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Serial Number: 08/316, 237 -2-

Art Unit: 2415

Part III DETAILED ACTION

Specification

1. The disclosure is objected to because of the following informalities: on p. 21, line 23,

after "has", -not-- should be inserted, and on p. 28, lines 11 - 12, the sentence is

incomplete. Is it part of the previous sentence, or something else? Appropriate correction is

required.

Claim Objections

2. Claim 5 is objected to because of the following informalities: "first window regions"

should be singular. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. § 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign
country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the
date of application for patent in the United States.

4. Claims 1 - 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by Mills et

al. (U.S. patent 5,202,961).
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Serial Number: 08/316, 237 -.3-

Art Unit: 2415

As to independent claim 1, Mills et al., hereinafter Mills, rendered anticipated the

following subject matter:

"a processor" with computer system 14, at Fig. 1, and col. 3, lines 22 - 26, 48 - 51;

"a data display screen" 18, at Fig. 1, and at col. 3, lines 23 - 24;

"cursor control device" 19, at Fig. 1, and at col. 3, line 24;

"a window generation logic" with the computer system 's software, at col. 3, line 66,

to "generate and display a first window region" with view window 20, at Fig. 2, and at col.

3, line 68; and

"indicia generation logic" also with the computer system 's software, at col. 3, line

66, to "generate data for display in at least one display area in the first window" such as with

video window 22, and control window 24, at col. 3, line 68 to col. 4, line 1, such that the

"indicia generation logic use message-based communication to exchange information to

coordinate activities" at col. 3, lines 22 - 26.

Mills also teaches that the first window region comprises a "control strip" [claim 2]

with controller 36, in Fig. 2, and at col. 4, lines 32 - 40; wherein at least one display area is

variably sized [claim 3] using size boxes 30, at Fig. 2, and at col. 4, lines 8 - 9; and that the

size of the first window region is variable [claim 4] also at col. 4, lines 8 - 9.

In addition, Mills teaches sizing the first window region so that none of the display

areas are visible [claim 5] with close box 28, at Fig. 2, and at col. 4, lines 7 - 8, or all

[claim 6] or a portion [claim 7] of the display areas are visible, both at col. 4, lines 8 - 9.
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Likewise, Mills teaches that one of the display areas displays only information [claim

8] with video window 22, at Fig. 2, or provides access to control information [claim 9] as

with control window 24, at Fig. 2, or displays an additional display element [claim 10] with

video window 22, at Fig. 2.

In reference to claim 11, Mills teaches the following subject matter:

"a processor" with computer system 14, at Fig. 1, and col. 3, lines 22 - 26, 48 - 51;

"a data display screen" 18, at Fig. 1, and at col. 3, lines 23 - 24;

"cursor control device" 19, at Fig. 1, and at col. 3, line 24;

"a window generation logic" with the computer system 's software, at col. 3, line 66,

to "generate and display a first window region" with view window 20, at Fig. 2, and at col.

3, line 68, wherein the "first window region comprises at least one data display area" such as

with video window 22, and control window 24, at col. 3, line 68 to col. 4, line 1;

"indicia graphics generation logic" with the computer system 's software, at col. 3,

line 66, to "generate user sensitive graphics for display" at col. 4, lines 32 - 40;

wherein the window generation logic dete.... when a data display area has been

selected, signals the indicia graphics generation logic, which then initiates a response, at col.

2, lines 9 - 13.

As to claims 12 - 14, they correspond respectively to claims 6, 2, 3.

Regarding claim 15, Mills rendered anticipated the following subject matter:

"generating a first window" with view window 22, at Fig. 2, to accommodate one

display area, as with control window 24, for "indicia" with control buttons 42 - 54, at Fig. 2,
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and at col. 4, lines 37 - 40, by "executing a first programming module" with the computer

system 's software at col. 3, line 66;

"displaying an indicia" at col. 4, lines 32 - 40, by executing a programming module

with the computer system 's software at col. 3, line 66;

"selecting one of the indicia" at col. 4, lines 48 - 55, and sending a message for

generating the display at col. 3, lines 22 - 26;

with the programming module performing a function, at col. 4, lines 38 - 40.

Mills also teaches "status information" [claim 16] such at tentative-set state, at col. 5,

lines 10 - 14, or fixed-set state, at col. 5, lines 23 - 35, and describes the operating s_ttate or

mode of the controller, at col. 6, lines 21 - 32.

In addition, Mills teaches "control information" [claim 17] in control window 24, at

Fig. 2, and at col. 4, lines 32 - 40.

As to claim 18, Mills teaches that the first programming module requests a set of

features at col. 4, lines 20 - 25, sends a message to the programming module indicative of

features, and the programming module returns a message; such that the programming

modules interact with each other in response to user interaction with the first programming

module, all at col. 4, lines 25 - 40.

Conclusion

5. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.
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Gest et al. (U.S. patent 4,896,291) describe graphical user interface tools that include

slide bars 12, dials 11, and menus 14, at Fig. 1.

Baker et al. (U.S. patent 5,428,730) teach interfaces and controls for the operation of

multimedia devices that include various control panels 204, 206, 208, at Fig. 2.

6. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

es,iw r should be directed to Crescelle N. dela Torre whose telephone number is (703) 305-

9782.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should be

directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3800.

cnd
March 14, 1996

RAYMOND J. BAYERL
PRIMARY EXAMINER

ART UNIT 2415
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[57] ABSTRACT

The system and method provides a user interface tool
for simultaneously selecting a menu item and a value,
from a range of values, for the menu item. The user
interface tool is referred to as a valuator menu, since it
allows both the selection of a value from a range of
values, and the selection of a menu item from a menu
list. As a user moves a cursor over a menu of selectable
items on a screen display, the item underneath the cur-
sor is highlighted. In addition, as the user moves the
cursor within the highlighted menu item, a value rela-
tive to the position of the cursor within that menu item
is displayed. This valuator value is dynamically updated
as the cursor position changes within the menu item.
When the user performs an input selection, i.e. through
a mouse button or a keyboard interaction, both the
selected menu item and the value, relative to the cursor
position, are simultaneously returned to the application
program running on the data processing system.
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VALUATOR MENU FOR USE AS A GRAPHICAL SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

USER INTERFACE TOOL An object of this invention is to economize the user's
interaction in specifying multiple pieces of information

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 5 to an application running on a processing system.
contains material which is subject to copyright protec. A further object of this invention is to reduce the
tion. The copyright owner has no objection to the fac. number of input selections, such as through the number
simile reproduction by anyone of the patent document of keystrokes on a keyboard or through mouse move-
or the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and
Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise 10
--...-... all copyright rights whatsoever.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to data processing systems 15
having a display, and more particularly, to a user inter-
face for selecting items from a menu displayed to a user.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

Windows, icons, mouse interactions, and pop-up 20
menu systems are part of a computer user interface
known in the art. A typical user interface may include a
valuator tool. A valuator tool is a representation of a
gauge which graphically presents a value over some
range of values. As shown in FIG. 1, a dial 11 and a 25
slide bar 12 are examples of valuator tools. The user of
such a tool can graphically manipulate the valuator to
indicate different values. The valuator tool returns,

ment and button selection, required by a user in a user
interface.

The valuator menu addresses the above mentioned
problems by providing a convenient way for the user to
specify multiple pieces of information to the application
with a reduced number of interactions.

The valuator menu combines the valuator tool and
the menu tool to create a unique interactive tool from
which the user can specify multiple pieces of informa-
tion to the application program, running on the process-
ing system, in an effective and economical manner. The
user specifies this information to an application by se-
lecting a choice from a menu, while simultaneously
selecting a value, from a range of values, specific to
each menu choice.

The user selects a menu item by moving the mouse
cursor vertically over the menu in the manner described
above. The user can additionally select a valuator value,
from a range of values, by moving the cursor horizon-
tally over the menu. The current valuator value is dis-

upon manipulation, a value with respect to its valuator 30
type. For example, a volume control device could be
represented by a slide bar 12 with graduated increments
along the bar, as shown. Manipulating the slide bar
returns the specified increment along the bar, thus in-
creasing or decreasing the volume of the device. 35

A menu tool 14, as shown in FIG. 1, is a window
containing a series of selectable items that appears when
a specific mouse button(s) is pressed. The menu may
appear at the current location of the mouse cursor,
("pop-up" menu), or appear below the menu's title *
when the user presses a mouse button(s) within that
title, ("pull-down" menu).

Menu items are words or phrases that describe some
type of operation that the application can perform. The 45
user selects an item from the menu by invoking the
menu, (pressing and holding down a mouse button(s)), ,
moving the mouse cursor so that it points to the item to
be selected, and releasing the mouse button(s). As the
mouse cursor moves from menu item to menu item, the 50
item currently being pointed to by the cursor is high-
lighted in some fashion, usually reverse video. Releas-

played within the menu, and is dynamically updated
with respect to the mouse cursor's horizontal position
within the menu item. The valuator value may be in any
range, and adjusted to any appropriate scale.

Releasing the mouse button(s) over a highlighted
menu item returns multiple pieces of information to the
application via a single mouse operation. The informa-
tion returned consists of the selected menu operation to
be performed, and a valuator value pertaining to that
operation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIG. 1illustrates a dial valuator tool, a slide bar valu-
ator tool, and a pop-up menu, all known in the art as
graphical user interface tools.

FIG. 2A illustrates the hardware including a display
of a processing system for utilizing this invention.

FIG. 2B illustrates the logical structure of the pro-
cessing system of the preferred embodiment.

FIG. 2C illustrates the physical structure of the pro-
cessing system of the preferred embodiment.

FIG. 2D illustrates the software components of the
preferred embodiment.

ing the mouse button(s) on a highlighted item selects
that item and causes the application to perform that
operation. 55

The problem with current technology is that often it
is necessary to provide parameters for operations se-
lected from a menu. Currently, these parameters are
provided by invoking some dialog between the user and
the application either before or after the selection is
made. Dialogs are invoked before selections are made
when all the operations for a given menu possess some
common subset of parameters. Users supply the re-
quested parameters via a dialog ofadditional keystrokes 65
and/or mouse actions. For a commonly performed
operation, this dialog is both annoying and, time con-
suming for the user of the application.

FIG. 3 illustrates a screen display output of the valua-
tor menu in a preferred embodiment.

FIG. 4 illustrates a flow chart for implementing the
valuator menu of the present invention.

FIGS. 5A-5F illustrates various screen displays
showing the function of the valuator menu in simulta-
neously selecting a menu item and a value of the menu
item in another embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 6A-6D illustrates various screen displays
showing the function of the valuator menu in simulta-
neously selecting a menu item and a value of the menu
item in another embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 7A-7C illustrates various screen displays
showing the function of the valuator menu in simulta-
neously selecting a menu item and a value of the menu
item in another embodiment of the invention.
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107, short octal 108, long octal 109, short hexadecimal
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFE- - -· · 110, long hexadecimal 111, and machine instruction 112.

EMBODIMENT With ref....... to both FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, the valua-
The preferred embodiment of the present invention

was targeted for the IBM RT PC 2, FIGS. 2A, 2B, 2C, 5
running the AIX operating system 5. The valuator
menu of the present invention could be utilized with
display 4, FIG. 2A provided with the processing system
2. FIG. 2B shows the logical structure 3 of the process-
ing system 2, FIG. 2A, FIG. 2C shows the physical 10
structure 6 of the processing system 2, FIG. 2A.

For more information on the RT PC, and the AIX
operating system, the following references are herein
incorporated by reference. Bach, M. J., The Design of
the UNIX Operating System, Prentice Hall, 1986. Lang, 15
T. G. and Mothersole, T. L., Design of the RTPC VRM
Nucleus, Sept. 1, 1986. AIX Operating System Com-
mands Reference, IBM Corporation, SC23-0790. AIX
Operating System Managing the AIX Operating System,
IBM Corporation, SC23-0793. AIX Operating System 20
Programming Tools and Interfaces, IBM Corporation,
SC23-0789. AIX Operating System Technical Reference,
Volumes 1 and 2, IBM Corporation, SC23-0808 and
SC23-0809. IBM RT Personal Computer Technology' 25
IBM Corporation, SA23-1057, 1986. Virtual Resource
Manager Technical Reference, Volumes 1 and 2, IBM
Corporation, SC23-0816 and SC23-0817.

The valuator menu user interface tool of this inven-
tion is a vehicle with which a pser can specify several 30
pieces of information for a commonly used operation
with a minimal amount interaction.

The present invention was first implemented in an
embodiment comprising an application called "Xdbx"
13 FIG. 2D that presents a modern interface to the 35
"dbx" symbolic debugger 9. This interface improves the
general presentation and usability of the dbx symbolic
debugger. The dbx and Xdbx symbolic debuggers are
described in the IBM RT PC Programming Tools and
interfaces, Version 2.2, IBM Corporation, which is 40
herein incorporated by reference. The features of this
invention are a part of the IBM RTPCAdvanced Inter-
active Operating System Extended Services Program,
which is herein incorporated by reference.

As shown in FIG. 2D, the Xdbx debugger interface 45
13 and the dbx symbolic debugger 9, along with X-Win-
dows 10, are application development products 8 as
shown in FIG. 2C.

The interface 13 makes use of the X-Windows system
10, which supplies most of the primitive window man- 50
agement tools that allow more complex tools, like the
valuator menu, to be built. More information on X-Win-
dows can be found in IBM RT PC X-Windows Version
L1, X-Windows User Guide & Reference, September
1987, which is herein incorporated by reference. The 55
Xdbx debugger 13 allows the user to specify each dbx
operation 9, giving the user complete functionality,
without being constrained by each operation's syntax.

One commonly used operation in the dbx symbolic
debugger 9 is the ability to list assembly instructions 22, 60
FIG. 3, or display the contents of an address 26 as
shown by contents 24. These operations require three
pieces of information: an address 26, the number of
memory items to display 20, and a mode specifying how
to display the memory 110. A shown in FIG. 3, Dbx 65
supports the following display modes: string 101, octal
byte 102, ascii byte 1.03, short decimal 104, long decimal
105, single precision float 106, double precision float

tor menu tool a'llows the user to specify the above infor-
mation to Xdbx in an economical and effective manner.
The user selects the starting address 26 of the range of
memory to display by moving the mouse cursor 18 so
that it points to that address 26 and clicking the left
mouse button 16, FIG. 2A. The selected address 26
would then be highlighted in reverse video as shown.

Having selected the starting address 26, the user
could invoke the valuator menu by pressing and holding
down the right mouse button, step 41 FIG. 4. As shown
in FIG. 3, the user moved the cursor to another location
on the screen to enhance clarity ofFIG. 3 before invok-
ing the valuator menu. However, this is not necessary,
as the valuator menu 31 could appear at location 26.

Nevertheless, the valuator menu 31 appears centered
horizontally about the current mouse cursor location,
step 42. The valuator menu 31 is positioned vertically
such that the cursor appears over the same menu item
110 that was previously selected, or over the first menu
item 101, if it is the first time that the valuator menu 31
is invoked.

The user can simultaneously select a menu item, i.e. a
display mode 101-112, and one of a number of values,
i.e. number of memory items 20, to be displayed. The
user could select a display mode 101-112 by moving the
mouse cursor vertically over the valuator menu 31. As
the mouse cursor moves from menu item to menu item,
the item 110 currently being pointed to by the cursor 18
is highlighted in reverse video, step 42, FIG. 4.

Simultaneously, the user could select one of a number
of values, i.e. memory items 20, to be displayed by mov-
ing the cursor horizontally over the valuator menu 31,
step 44. As the user moves the cursor horizontally
within the menu 31, the valuator value 20 is updated
with respect to the cursor's horizontal position, step 47.
Since the menu is initially centered about the mouse
cursor, the initial value represents a mid range value of
the range specified.

The menu items 101-112 would consist of the possi-
ble memory display modes, while the valuator value 20
would represent the current number of memory items
to display. Releasing the right button over a highlighted
display mode, step 45, returns both that display mode
110, and the number of memory items to display 20,
back to the Xdbx program via one single mouse button
release, step 46. With this information, Xdbx could now
invoke the dbx operation to display a memory range 24,
preserving the dbx syntax as shown by output 28, FIG.
3. The dbx syntax "0x100001c0/17x" means that begin-
ning at memory location Ox100001c, seventeen 16 bit
integers, i.e. short integers, will be displayed as hexa-
decimal numerals. These seventeen integers are shown
as numeral 24 in FIG. 3.

For this commonly used operation, the valuator
menu was the perfect vehicle to allow the user to spec-
ify multiple pieces of information in an efficient and
economical fashion.

The following program design language code illus-
trates the above operation:

if ( right button pressed ) {
guery the current mouse cursor location;
adjust the menu such that it is entirely visible;
center the menu horizontally about the current
mouse cursor location;
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-continued

center the menu vertically about the last selected
memory display mode;
set the valuator_value to .5 * valuator range;
display the menu title, menu items, and valua-
tor value;
higMight the last selected memory display mode in
reverse video;
while ( not right button released ) {
if ( mouse cursor moved within menu ) Í
calculate currently selected memory
display mode;
highlight currently selected memory
display mode;
unhighlight previously highlighted memory
display mode;
calculate the current valuator_value =
(( current horizontal position /
width of menu ) * (upper
range-lower range))
+1;
display current valuator_value represent-
ing number of memory items to
display;

}
}
/* right_button released */
remove the menu;
if ( right button released within menu )
display the number of memory items indicated
by the valuator_value in the selected
memory mode;
}

Copyright IBM Corporation 1988

4,896,291
6

and 5F also illustrate this dynamic change in the valua-
tor value 20 as the cursor 18 location changes its rela-
tive horizontal position.

In this manner, the user could select simultaneously a
5 color item 51-58 and one of a plurality of saturation

levels for the color item, in one click of the mouse but-
ton. The following program design language code fur-
ther illustrates the simultaneous selection of two items
with one user input action.

10

Copyright IBM Corporation 1988

if ( right_button pressed ) {
query the current mouse cursor location;

15 adjust the menu such that it is entirely visible;
center the menu horizontally about the current
mouse cursor location;
center the menu vertically about the last selected
color;
set the saturation value to .5 * saturation range;
display the menu title, menu color items, and

20 saturation value;
highlight the last selected color item in reverse
video;
while ( not right_button released ) {
if ( mouse cursor moved within menu ) {
calculate currently selected color item;

25 highlight currently selected color item;
unhighlight previously highlighted color
item;
calculate the current saturation value =
(( current horizontal position /
width of menu ) * saturation

The program design language code listed above is 30
specific to this preferred embodiment. However, the
valuator menu of the present invention is not limited to
the specific application as described in reference to the
previous embodiment employing the Xdbx debugger.
For a more general embodiment, references to memory 35
items, display modes, and memory modes would be
replaced by other words representing a different em-
bodiment. Generally, for other embodiments, the se-
lected action will be implemented with the valuator
value as its argument. 40

The valuator menu technique can be implemented in
a host of other applications. For example, this tool can
be used to specify a certain hue of a particular color.
FIG. 5A through FIG. SF illustrate sequences of a
menu as a cursor is moved to simultaneously specify a 45
certain hue of a particular color. The valuator menu
items 51-58 could consist of the range of possible colors
starting with white 51 and ending with black 58. The
valuator value 20 would represent the amount of satura-
tion for the color currently being pointed to by the 50
mouse cursor, which is highlighted in reverse video.
For this example, the valuator value 20 might range
from 0 to 1 in increments of hundredths, indicating the
saturation of the color. Moving vertically over the
menu would select a color, while moving horizontally 55
within the menu would change the amount ofsaturation
for that particular color.

As shown in FIG. 5A, the cursor 18 is pointing to
color white 51 at the farthest left position indicating a
zero saturation level as shown by the valuator value 20. 60
In FIG. 5B the cursor is moved down vertically to the
yellow color item 52. As the cursor 18 is also moved
horizontally to the right, the valuator value 20 changes
dynamically with the horizontal position indicating a
change in the value of the saturation level that may be 65
selected by the user. FIG. 5C illustrates the dynamic
change in the valuator value 20 as the cursor 18 location
changes its relative horizontal position. FIGS. 5D, 5E,

range ) + 1;
display current saturation value;
}
}
/* right _button released */
remove the menu;
if ( right_button released within menu )
return selected color and saturation value
to the application;
}

Another embodiment of the valuator menu is as a user
interface tool that allows the user to simultaneously
select a font style and a character pitch for that font.
FIG. 6A through FIG. 6D illustrates a possible se-
quence of a visual representation on a display as the
cursor 18 is moved throughout the menu 31. FIGS.
6A-6D also illustrate that the menu items 61-66 can be
listed horizontally instead of vertically as previously
shown. Also, the selection of the pitch, i.e. the valuator
value, could also occur relative to the same horizontal
direction as the menu items 61-66. As the cursor 18 is
moved into a new menu item, the valuator value 20
would reset for the new menu item.

In this embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 6A-6D, the
valuator menu items 61-66 would represent the possible
font styles, while the valuator value 20 would represent
the possible character pitches for each font style. This
range of character pitches could be different for each
font. Moving over the menu 31 would select a different
font style, while simultaneously changing the range of
the valuator values 20, i.e. character pitches, associated
with the selected font style. Moving the cursor within
the menu item would update the value with the possible
character pitches for that particular font style.

As shown in FIG. 6A, the cursor location indicates
menu item 61in reverse video, with a character pitch of
10, as indicated by the valuator value 20. As the cursor
18 position is moved horizontally, (the vertical position-
ing of the cursor 18 is not relevant in this embodiment)
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the bharacter pitch changes to 24 as indicated by valua-
tor value 20 in FIG. 6B. As shown in FIG. 6C, the
Roman font style 65 is indicated in reverse video by the
cursor 18 position, along with the 24 character pitch as
indicated by valuator value 20. As the cursor 18 posi- 5
tion is moved horizontally to the right as shown in FIG.
6C, the valuator value resets relative to the next menu
item 66. The relative cursor 18 position within menu
item 66. FIG. 6D, indicates simultaneously the menu
item 66 is to be selected along with a character pitch of 10
12.

The following program design language code illus-
trates this embodiment as shown in FIGS. 6A-6D.

agenda for that particular day of the year. The user
simultaneously selected a menu item (month), and a
value (a particular day) of that selected menu item with
one user input selection.

The following program design language code illus-
trates the preferred embodiment as previously de-
scribed.

if ( right button pressed ) {
query the current mouse cursor location;
adjust the menu such that it is entirely visible;
center the menn horizontally about the current
mouse cursor location;

if ( right_button pressed ) { 15
query the current mouse cursor location;
adjust the menu such that it is entirely visible;
center the menu horizontally about the current
mouse cursor location;
center the menu vertically about the last selected
font style item; 20
set the character pitch value to .5 * pitch range
of last selected font style item;
display the menu title, font style items, and
character pitch value;
highlight the last selected font style item in
reverse video; 25
while ( not right button released ) {
if ( mouse cursor moved within menu ) {
calculate currently selected font style
item;
highlight currently selected font style
item;
unhighlight previously highlighted font
style item;
set character pitch range to that of the
currently selected font style item;
calculate the current character pitch
value =
(( current horizontal position / 35
width of menu ) * pitch range ) +
1;
map character pitch value to pitch value
range
display current mapped character pitch
value; 4g
}
}
/* right _button released */
remove the menu;
if ( right_button released within menu )
return selected font style and character
pitch value to the application; 45
}

Copyright IBM Corporation 1988

A further embodiment of the present invention em-
ploys a calendar menu as shown in FIGS. 7A-7C. With 50
the user interface of the present invention, a user could
check the plans for a particular day of the year in an
economical manner. The valuator menu items 71-82
would represent the months of the year, while the valu-
ator value 20 would represent the days for each month. 55
The range of days per month would obviously change
per month, as shown in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B with
respect to the same relative position of the cursor 18 in
the menu item, and the different resulting valuator value
20. 60

As shown in FIGS. 7A-7C, moving the cursor 18
vertically over the menu 31 would select a menu item
71-82 in reverse video. The range of the valuator value
20 would change relative to the highlighted menu item.
Moving the cursor 18 horizontally within the menu 31 65
would update the value 20 displayed representing the
day for the particular month highlighted. With this
information, an application could display the user's

center the menu vertically about the last selected
month item;
set the day of the month value to .5 * range of
days of last selected month item;
display the menu title, month items, and day
value;
highlight the last selected month item in reverse
video;
while ( not right button released ) {
if ( mouse cursor moved within menu ) {
calculate currently selected month item;
highlight currently selected month item;
unhighlight previously highlighted month
item;
set range of days to that of the currently
selected month item;
calculate the current day value =
(( current horizontal position /
width of menu ) * range of days )
+ 1;
ditplay current day value;
}
}
/* right_button released */
remove the menu;
if ( right_button released within menu )
return selected month and day value to the
application;
}

Copyright IBM Corporation 1988

While the invention has been particularly shown and
described with reference to a preferred embodiment
and other embodiments, it will be understood by those
skilled in the art that various changes in form and detail
may be made without departing from the spirit and
scope of the invention. For example, various changes
may include, but are not limited to, the interchangeabil-
ity of references to either a horizontal direction or a
vertical direction. In addition, a keyboard 15 (FIG. 2A)
interaction or other input device can be used instead of
using the mouse 16 input device as described herein.
Also, the additional embodiments were shown as exam-
ples of the various uses of the present invention. It
would be within the scope of this invention to imple-
ment the valuator menu of this invention in other em-
bodiments not specifically discussed herein.

We claim:
1. A user interface for a data processing system, com-

pnsmg:
means for displaying a list having a plurality of user

actions; and means, coupled to said means for dis-
playing, for simultaneously selecting one of said
actions and a value within a range of values of said
action.

2. A system for selecting an action in a data process-
ing system, comprising:

means for displaying a list of items for a plurality of
actions;
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means, couþled to said means for displaying, for se- means, coupled to said means for displaying, for posi-
lecting one of said plurality of actions in response tioning a cursor over at least one of said items·
to a movement of a cursor in a first direction; and means, coupled to said items, for correlating a value

means, coupled to said list, for selecting a value of within a range of a plurality of values for each of
said action in response to a second movement of 5 said plurality of items to a cursor position within
the cursor m a second direction within said item· said item; and

3. The system ofclaim 2 wherein the means for select- means, coupled to said menu, for simultaneously se-
En a v uey furt-haer cobm ses meearns futrbdisplaeymgoa lecting one of said plurality of items and said value

corresponding to a location ofsaid cursor in said second 10 9. f said item with a single input interaction.
direction. method for selecting an action in a data process-

4. A user interface for use with a screen display in a ing system, said method comprising:
data processing system, said interface comprising displaying a menu having a plurality of user actions;

means for moving a cursor in a first direction ver a positioning a cursor within one of said actions of said
menu displaying a plurality of items; 15 menu; selecting simultaneously said action and a

means, coupled to said items, for correlating a range value within a range of a plurality of values of said
of values of each of said items relative to a position action according to a position of the cursor within
of said cursor within each one of said items of said said action. .
menu; , 10. A method for selecting an action in a data process-

means, coupled to said means for moving a cursor, for 20 mg system, said method comprising:
displaying a correlated value for said cursor posi- displaying means having a plurality of actions;
tion; and moving a cursor within said menu for selecting one of

means, coupled to said means for displaying and said said plurality of actions; and
means for moving a cursor, for dynamically updat- moving a cursor within said action for selecting a
ing a displayed value as said cursor position 25 value from a plurality of values of said action.
changes. 11. The method of claim 10 wherein the step of mov-

5. The interface of claim 4 further comprising means, ing the cursor within said action further comprises the
coupled to said menu, for simultaneously specifying, to step of displaying a dynamically updated indicator rep-
an application running on said processing system, a resenting the value of said action relative to a location
selected item and the correlated value of said selected 30 of said cursor.
item, relative to the position of said cursor, by a single . 12. A method for selecting an action in a data process-
user input interaction. mg system, said method comprising:

6. A user interface for use with a screen display in a moving a cursor in a first direction over a menu dis-
data processing system, said interface comprising: playing a plurality of items;

means for displaying a menu having a plurality of 35 correlating a range of values of each of said items
color items; relative to a position of said cursor within each one

means, coupled to said means for displaying, for posi. of said items of said menu;
tioning a cursor over at least one of said color displaying a correlated value for said cursor position;
items; and

means, coupled to said color items, for correlating a 40 updating dynamically a displayed value as said cursor
saturation value within a range of a plurality of position changes.
saturation values for each of said plurality of color 13. The method of claim 12 further comprising the
items to a cursor position within at least one of said step of running simultaneously, to an application run-
color items; and nmg on said processing system, a selected item and a

means, coupled to said menu, for simultaneously se- 45 correlated value of said selected item, relative to the
lectmg one of said plurality of color items and said position of said cursor, by a single user input interac-
saturation value of said color item with a single tion.
input interaction. 14. A method for selecting an action in a data process-

7. A user interface for use with a screen display in a ing system, said method comprising:
data processing system, said interface comprising: 50 displaying a menu of a plurality of items;

means for displaying a menu having a plurality of font positioning a cursor over at least one of said items;
style items; correlating a value within a range of a plurality of

means, coupled to said means for displaying, for posi- values for each of said plurality of items to a cursor
tioning a cursor over at least one of said font style position within said item; and
items; 55 selecting simultaneously one of said plurality of items

means, coupled to said font style items, for correlat- and said value of said item with a single input inter-
ing a character pitch value within a range of a action.
plurality of character pitch values for each of said 15. A method for selecting an action in a data process-

- plurality of font style items to a cursor position ing system, said method comprising:
within said font style item; and means, coupled to 60 displaying a list having a plurality ofuser actions; and
said menu, for simultaneously selecting one of said selecting, simultaneously, one of said actions and a
plurality of font style items and said character pitch value within a range of values of said action,
value of said font style item with a single input 16. A computer program comprising:

interaction- first instruction means for causing a display of a list
8. A user interface for use with a screen display in a 65 having a plurality of user actions; and

data processing system, said interface comprising: second instruction means, coupled to said first in-
means for displaying a menu having a plurality of struction means, for causing a simultaneous selec-

Items; tion of one of said actions and a value within a
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range of vaalues ofsaid action in response to a single 18. A computer program ofclaim 16 further compris-

17. A computer program comprising: Ou mset ctionr mea , caou e to aidMsecalnd

first instruction means for causing a display of a menu correlated to said cursor position; and fifth instructione
having a plurality of items; 5 means, coupled to said fourth instruction means, for

second instruction means, coupled to said first in- causmg a dynamic update of the value displayed as said
struction means, for causing a correlation of a value cursorAPosition changes.

w amr gde of a plur ty of values fr eaci n 10 & c me or can n display of a menu

third ins ct on means, coupled to said second in- se dct o ns f rocna sicng idm tan o s i
struction means, for causing a simultaneous selec- tion of one of said actions and a value within a

tion of one of said plurality of items and said value 15 range of a plurality of values of said action accord-
ofsaid item in response to a single input interaction. Ing to a position of a cursor within said action.
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(57] --· --CT
A sequential information controller for use in combina-
tion with a computer comprising a slider bar, integrat-
ing standard velocity and direction indicators, and a
control icon. The user controls the playback velocity
and direction of the sequential information, such as
video information, on the display of the computer
through an interactive user interface, which works in
combination with the computer's system software. The

interface includes an interactive slider bar and an inter-
active control icon which are depicted within an oper-
ating window of the display. The slider bar includes
both playback direction/velocity indicators and control
buttons. The playback of video information is primarily
controlled by manipulating the image of the control
icon with respect to the image of the slider bar. The
image of the control icon is that of a human-like hand,
which holds the slider bar image in either its open or
closed hand, depending on the desired playback mode,
and can be moved along the length of the slider bar
image by a control device, such as a mouse, to control
the playback direction and velocity of the video infor-
mation on the display. When the control icon's hand is
open, the control icon is spring loaded from the stop
playback position of the slider bar. To keep the control
icon from automatically returning to the stop playback
position when the control icon's hand is open, the user
must continue to hold the control icon in position with
the mouse. When the control icon's hand is closed, the
control icon will remain at any position along the slider
bar it is placed, until moved by operation of the mouse,
or until. returned to the spring-loaded mode and re-
leased by the mouse, thereby allowing it to spring back
to the stop position. The mode of the control icon is
modulated by positioning the cursor over the control
icon, selecting the control icon, and moving the cursor
either up or down. Moving the cursor down, when the
hand is open, closes the hand and freezes the playback
velocity at the speed selected when the hand was
closed. Moving the cursor up, when the hand is closed,
opens the hand and soring loads the control icon. The
control icon can al.a be rapidly moved to difTerent
positions by simply clicking on the slide bar with the
mouse, regardless of the mode of operation.
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back of video information on the display of the com-
SEQUENTIAL INFORMATION CONTROLLER puter through an interactive user interface, which

works in combination with the computer's system soft-
FIELD OF THE INVENTION ware. The interface includes an interactive slider bar

. The present invention relates generally to computer- 5 and an interactive control icon which areÃepicted
ized sequential information controllers, such as video within an operating window of the display. The slider
playback and editing devices, and more particularly to a bar includes both playback direction/velocity indica-
novel method and apparatus for controlling the play- tors and control butions. The playback of video infor-
back direction and velocity of any type of sequential mation is primarily controlled by manipulating the
information, such as portions of video information. 10 image of the control icon with respect To the image of

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PRIOR ART the slider bar. The image of the control icon is that of a
human-like hand, which holds the slider bar image in

Many computerized sequential information or data cither its open or closed hand, depencÏing on the desired
controllers, such as video playback and editing systems, playback mode, and can be moved along the length of
allow a user to preview large chunks of analog or digital 15 the slider bar image by a control device, such as a
audio and/or video information stored in one or more mouse, to control the playback direction and velocity of
difTerent types of devices, such as VCRs, optical disc the video information on the display. When the control
players, and audio players. A user typically regulates icon's hand is open, the control icon is spring loaded
the direction and velocity at which the video informa- from the stop playback position of the slider bar. To
tion is displayed through use of software or hardware keep the control icon from automatically returning to
controls, such as a "jog-shuttle" potentiometer (a de- the stop playback position when the control icon's hand
vice which causes the forward or backward display
velocity of the video information to increase or de- is open, the user must continue to hold the control icon
crease depending on the particular direction, and how in position with the mouse. When the control icon's
far, the jog-shuttle's control knob is turned). 25 hand is closed, the control icon will remain at any posi-

In recent years, many of these computerized video tion along the slider bar it is placed, until moved by
viewing and/or editing systems have replaced manual operation of the mouse, or until returned to the spring-
controu like the jog-shuttle with soft-ware-based tools loaded mode and released by the mouse, thereby allow-
that allow the user to regulate Te same functions ing it to spring back to the stop position.
through operation of a cursor control device, such as a 30 The mode of the control icon is modulated by posi-
moisse An example of a prior art software tool is a tiomng the cursor over tile äntroÏ icon, selecting the
one-state slider tool developed at the Multimedia Labo- control icon, and moving the cursor either up or down.
ratoff of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Moving the cursor down, when the hand is open, closés
The MIT slider is depicted together with the video the hand and freezes the playback velocity at the speed
information on the same display screen of a computer 35 selected when the hand was closed. Moving the cursor
when in use. The slider tool consists of an elongated up, when the hand is closed, opens the hand and spring
slider bar image having a smalÏiprÏng-loadenontrol loads the control icon. The control icon can also be
line image which can be grabbed by a user witliiÏmouse rapidly moved to different positions by simply clicking
alia dragged in either a forward or reverse play direc- on the slide bar with the mouse, regardless of the mode
tion along the slider bar to control playback velocity. 40 of operation.
While the control line is being held in a particular posi. The present invention offers numerous advantages
tion, the video information is played in the desired di- over the prior art. First, the present invention is an
rection and at a velocity corresponding to the position improvement over stand-alone radio buttons because it
of the control line along the slider bar. When the con- allows the user to select playback velocity settings in
trol line is released, it springs back to a central position 45 between those offered by the radio buttons. Second, the
of the slider bar, thereby causing playback of the video present invention is an improvement over stand-alone,
information to stop. one-state sliders because the user doesn't need to guess

Another control technique is to use software radio to select standard velocity settings and because the user
buttons, which can be utilized to control the direction has the option of holding the control icon in position to
and velocity at which video information is played back 50 maintain a desired playback velocity or setting the con-
in much the same manner that hardware buttons on tape trol icon in fixed position to select a desired playback
players and VCRs control operating functions such as velocity. Third, the present invention is an improve-
stop, step forward, forward, fast-forward, step ...._, ment over jog-sbuttle potentiometers because it can be
. . -, and fast-reverse. In prior art systems, a radio
button corresponding to each of these functions is dis- 55
played on the display with the video information, but
such radio buttons are separate from any slider tools
which also might be utilized. The function associated
with a radio button is carried out when the radio button
is selected by the mouse. 60

spring-loaded to return to the stop position when re-
leased and it ofTers numerous standard velocity settings
which can be readily selected by the user. These and
other advantages of the present invention will no doubt
become apparent to those skilled in the art after having
read the following detailed disclosure of a preferred
embodiment of the present invention which is illus-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION trated in the several figures of the drawing.

A preferred embodiment of the sequential informa- BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
tion controller of the present invention comprises a FIG. 1 is a block diagram representing a video editing
video playback direction and velocity controller for use 65 system in accordance with the preferred embodiment of
in combination with a computer and a video input d& the present invention;
vice, such as a video cassette recorder (VCR), camera, FIG. 2 is a representation of a video window and a
or optical disc player. The controller regulates the play- control window as each might appear on the display of
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a computer system utilizing the preferred embodiment
of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a representation of a control window illus-
trating the set mode of the present invention;

FIG. 4 illustrates methods for changing the position 5
of the control icon with respect to the slider bar and for
modulating the operating state of the controller in ac-
cordance with the preferred embodiment of the present
invention; and

FIG. 5 illustrates a method for setting the playback 10
direction/velocity of displayed video information ac-
cording to the position of the control icon along the
slider bar in accordance with a preferred embodiment
of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 15
EMBODIMENT

In general, with reference to FIG. 1, a viewing or
editing system for use in combination with the present
invention is shown comprising a video source 10, a 20
video processor/controller 12, and a computer system
14. The computer system 14 includes or is m commum-
cation with a mass storage device 16, a display device
18, and a control device 19, and could also include the
video processor/controller 12 as an add-on board con- 25
nected to its motherboard. Video informationTioin the
video source 10 is communicated to the video proces-
sor/controller 12 for conversion to digital signals, if
necessary, and output to the computer system 14, where
it is either displayed on the display 18 or stored in the 30
memory of the mass storage device 16. Although the
present invention is described as being used to control
the display of video information, it could also be used in
a similar manner to control the playback of any type of
sequential visual or audio information, or even as a 35
throttle control for an engine or other type of device
which would require a linear controller to regulate the
flow of fuel or other product (generically referred to as
information from hereon) and would benefit from hav-
ing fixed and tentative (springback) controller operat- 40
irig modes.

The type of computer system to be utilized in combi-
nation with the present invention is unlimited and in-
cludes any one of a broad range of different types of
computers, although computer systems utilizing graphi- 45
cal user interfaces, such as the Macintosh @ computer
manufactured by Apple Computer, Inc., of Cupertino,
Calif., are preferred. The computer system should typi-
cally include appropriate hardware and software for
communicating with and/or controlling the --- of 50
the audio or visual information. The type of video
source 10 to be utilized is likewise unlimited and can
also be any of a large number of different types of de-
vices, such as a video cassette recorder, optical disc
player, certain types of video cameras, etc. It should 55
also be noted that the controller of the present invention
can be used to either control the actual operation of the
video source (and therefore the playback of video infor-
mation), through the computer system 14 and/or video
processor/controller 12, or the playback of video infor- 60
mation already stored in either the memory of the com-
puter or the mass storage device 16.

With reference now to FIG. 2, the basic operation of
the editing system and the controller will be illustrated.
Upon initialization of the computer system 14 and the 65
computer's system software, the user is presented with
a number of operating windows on the computer sys-
tem's display 18, such as the view window 20, video

window 22, and control window 24. In some computer
sÿstems, sticli aš ihe Maciniosh @ computer, the user
will also be presented with certain functional icons
which allow the user to conveniently perform certain
tasks within the computer without having to type in
written commands. Each window of the computer also
typically includes a close box 28 for closing the window
when it is through being used, size boxes 30 for chang-
ing the size of the window, vertical scroll bars 32 for
scrolling the images within the window up and down,
and horizontal scroll bars 34 for scrolling the images
within the window sideways. The techniques for creat-
ing functional icons and operating windows are well
known in the art and need not be described here for an
enabling disclosure of the present invention See, Apple
Computer, Inc., Inside Macintosh, Vols. I, II, and III,
(1985), Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc.

To display video information 35 from the video
source 10 in the video window 22 of the general view
window 20, the user must first indicate to the computer
system 14 the type of video source to be utilized (i.e.,
VCR or laser-disc player) and the name and/or location
of the desired video information to be displayed (i.e.,
the starting frame position or the title of the section of
information to be edited). Once this task has been ac-
complished, the user can then control the display of the
video information 35 through operation of the control
device 19, such as a mouse, trackball, keyboard, touch
screen, or any type of X-Y axis input device. The con-
troller 36, which is operated by the control device 19, is
shown generally within the control window 24. The
controller 36 includes an interactive control icon 40 and
an interactive slider bar 38 having a bar-shaped control
dial, standard playback direction/velocity indicators,
and a number of control buttons corresponding to the
position of the playback direction/velocity indicators,
including standard playback indicators and control but-
tons corresponding to fast-reverse 42, reverse play, 44,
step-reverse 46, stop 48, step-forward 50, forward play
52, and fast-forward 54.

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention,
the image of the control icon 40 is that of a human-like
hand which holds ihe image of the slider bar in either its
open or closed hand, depending on the desired playback
mode of the controller (such as the tentative-set or
fixed-set states further described below). The control
icon 40 is moved along the length of the slider bar 38 by
operation of the control device 19. The control icon 40
is typically manipulated by the well known technique of
positioning the cursor 56 over the control icon (or simi-
lar type of graphic object depicted on the display),
selecting the control icon either with the selection but-
ton of the control device 19 or a keyboard command
equivalent, and dragging the control icon Walöng the
slider bar 38 to a new position. It should be noted, how-
ever, that this method of manipulating the position of
the control icon 40 is by no means exclusive, since the
position of the control icon 40 could also be manipu-
lated in a wide variety of manners depending on the
type of computer system utilized and the types of pe-
ripheral control devices and software available.

Although the control icon 40 is depicted and de-
scribed as a humanlike hand, it is important to note that
the control icon 40 could have any of a wide variety of
different designs or appearances. Preferably, the design
of the control icon 40 should be such that it aids the user
in determining the present operating mode or state of
the controller, such as by depicting one shape when
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operating in one state, and5depicting a different shape ward play velocity, the u6 r need only click on the
when opäiaúnginidifferent state. If so desired, how- forward play indicator 52 to move thet lr toæmDove
ener, the icon could also be desibrned to have a single -hat position, thereby causing the con layback
iconic image regardless of its operating state, but in such he control icon to that position and too hata i dicator
situations, some additional step should generally be 5 direction and velocity correspond t dicators 42 to
taken to indicate the controller's state (i.e., changing the The control buttons associated wi e in
color of tii %lider bar when a state change occurs). 54 are most appropriately set up as radiobbuttons

ind aet hde œcountrr lle s bede peratned in ac iyve teobne tineout ofar orf he l er bar betw
tentative-set state. The controller is said to be operating 10 the interactive regions associa
in a tentaJve-set mode or state when the control icon's function to indicate velocity gradations between e

s s e r g be ne p 30 wh th is cc th hand d fr es

45

55 o

r 5rs ech res usive o the position dir n/v t rdmg y

cre 65 a
s a r n a dato set an approp a e c ec de e v tte nr rr oe ne

lanyb cdk the vid o information 35 at the standard, for- modes too readily when the user is moving the control
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icon along the slider bar (i.e., the Y-coordinate position
of the control icon should be allowed to change more
without prompting a state change command when there
is movement in the X-coordinate position of the control
icon than would be the case if there was no movement 5
in the X-coordinate position of the control icon). If a
substantial change in the Y-coordinate position of the
control icon 40 occurs, the controller is prompted,
block 80, to determine whether the cursor has moved
up or moved down. Based on the answer to that prompt 10
of block 80, the controller is then prompted, blocks 82
and 86, to determine whether the control icon is in the
tentative-set or fixed-set operating state. If the hand of
the control icon 40 is closed, block 82, the controller's
operating mode is changed to the tentative-set state and 15
the hand of the control icon 40 is opened, block 84.
Likewise, if the controller is in the tentative-set state
(control icon hand open), block 86, the controller is
prompted, block 88, to change operating state (close the
hand of the control icon). 20

If no actionable change -- in either the X or
Y-coordinate position of the cursor, the controller is
prompted, block 90, to look for the occurrence of a
mouseup command, which is generally caused by the
release of the selection button of a mouse after a click, 25
although other types of appropriate action could like-
wise be substituted. Since a mouseup command indi-
cates that the user has either decided to leave the con-
trol icon at its present position or to let the control icon
return to the stop playback indicator, the controller is 30
then prompted, block 92, to determine whether the
controller is in its tentative-set state or fixed-set state. If
the controller is in its fixed-set state, the control icon
and playback direction/velocity are left where last posi-
tioned or set and the controller is prompted to return to 35
block 70. If the controller is in its tentative-set state (the
control icon's hand is open), the controller is prompted,
block 94, to return the control icon 40 to the stop play-
back indicator, stop playback of the video information,
and return to block 70. 40

A similar sequence of steps are followed if the control
icon is determined to be positioned to the left of the stop
playback indicator 48. If the control icon is positioned
within the display region of the step-reverse indicator
46, block 124, the controller is prompted, block 126, to
set the playback velocity at the step-reverse rate. If the
control icon is positioned within the display region of
the reverse play indicator 44, block 128, the controller
is prompted, block 130, to set the playback velocity at
the reverse play rate. If the control icon is positioned
within the display region of the fast-reverse indicator
42, block 132, the controller is prompted, block 134, to
set the playback velocity at the fast-reverse rate. If the
control icon is determined to not be positioned within
any of the display regions of the standard reverse play-
back indicators, the controller is prompted, block 136,
to calculate the playback velocity of the video informa-
tion as a proportion of the control icon's position be-
tween adjacent playback indicators, and to set the re-
verse playback velocity at the calculated velocity,
block 138.

Although the present invention has been described
with reference to FIGS. 1-5 and with emphasis on a
particular embodiment, it should be understood that the
figures and processes are for illustration of a preferred
embodiment of the present invention only and should
not be takey as limitations or thought to be the only
means of carrying out the present invention. For exam-
ple, although the control icon of the preferred embodi-
ment moves in a horizontal direction along the slider
bar so that the cursor must be moved vertically to con-
trol the operating mode, the slider bar could just as
easily be rotated by ninety degrees so that control icon
motion is vertical and the cursor must be moved hori-
zontally to change the operating mode (as would be
preferable in certain types of applications, or where the
horizontal screen space on the display was a valued
commodity). Hence, it is contemplated that many such
changes and modifications may be made to the present
invention without departing from the spirit and scope of

As directed by blocks 74, 76 and 94 of FIG. 4, FIG.
5 illustrates a method, block 100, for setting the play-
back direction/velocity of the displayed video informa-
tion. If the control icon (cursor) is positioned within the
display region of the stop playback indicator 48, block 45
102, the controller is prompted to stop playback of the
video information, block 104. If the control icon is to
the right of the stop indicator, block 106, the controller
is prompted to determine whether the playback veloc-
ity should be set to a corresponding standard playback 50
velocity. If the control icon is positioned within the
display region of the step-forward indicator 50, block
108, the controller is prompted, block 110, to set the
playback velocity at the step-forward rate. If the con-
trol icon is positioned within the display region of the 55
forward play indicator 52, block 112, the controller is
prompted, block 114, to set the playback velocity at the
forward play rate. If the control icon is positioned
within the display region of the fast forward indicator
54, block 116, the controller is prompted, block 118, to 60
set the playback velocity at the fast-forward rate. If the
control icon is determined to not be positioned within
any of the display regions of the standard forward play-
back indicators, the controller is prompted, block 120,
to calculate the playback velocity of the video informa- 65
tion as a proportion of the control icon's position be-
tween adjacent playback indicators, and to set the play-
back velocity at the calculated velocity, block 122.

the invention as disclosed above.
We claim:
1. A controller for use in combination with a display

system and a user operable control device for producing
control signals for regulating the flow direction and the
flow velocity of sequential information, said control
device including means for selecting and manipulating
images on a display ofsaid display system, the means for
selecting and manipulating images including a button,
the controller comprising:

an interactive slide indicator responsive to said con-
trol device for indicating an available range of
selectable flow directions and selectable flow ve-
locities for said sequential information, said slide
indicator including means for generating a slide
indicator image on said display corresponding to
said available range;

an interactive control icon responstve to said control
device for selecting a selected flow direction and a
selected flow velocity for said sequential informa-
tion from said available range, said control icon
including means for generating a control icon
image on said display over said slide indicator im-
age, said control icon image being operative to be
moved by said control device to a selected position
along said slide indicator image corresponding to
the selected flow direction and the selected flow
velocity for said sequential information, the se-
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